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ABSTRACT

Statement ofthe Problem

The purpose ofthis project was to demonstrate the importance ofwriting to

learning and how computers can help elementary teachers effectively teach writing. Basic
writing skills are not being met in the majority oftoday's schools. The ability to write well
is vital in our society. So too is the use oftechnology. The writer ofthis project felt that
the integration ofwriting and technolo^ was a goal to strive for to gam a literate
America.
Procedure

Background areas that were researched include how children develop writing sldlls
and the importance ofwriting to learning. Theories and methods were discussed ofhow
writing should betaught in the elementary school with heavy emphasis placed on the

writing process. Lastly, strategies in teaching the writing process using computers were
explained.

A series often lessons were created that developed writit^ skills whieush^
computers. All lessons emphasized one or more steps ofthe writing process and were

written in an easy to read lesson format. An alphabetical index oflessons was provided as
well as a suggested sequence ifteaching all lessons. The lessons were meant to be easily
adapted and extended. They should be modified as teachers see fit.
Conclusions and Implications

This writer found that using a computer to teach the writing process has endless

possibilities. It is hoped that this project can serve as a springboard for future writing
lessons to be developed so that our students can have a better chance to succeed in
tomorrow's world.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Statement ofthe Problem

The ability to write well will enable students to gain upward mobility in society

since a person's language dramatically affects the impression he or she makes on others.
Writing is one ofthe basic skills not being mastered in today's schools. Although recent

trends in whole language and the process approach to writing are being emphasized,the
fact remains that students are not leaving school with adequate writing skills. Students
also need to become "users oftechnology". More and morejobs ofthe future will require
students to use technology. Without the technological skills and the understanding ofthe

information that is available, many students will not be successful in today's world. By
integrating the two disciplines ofwriting and technology,strides can be made toward both
ofthese goals.
Purpose ofthe Study

The purpose ofthis study is to demonstrate the importance ofwriting to learning
and how computers can better help elementary teachers effectively teach writing. How
children develop writing skills, how writing should be taught in elementary schools and the

benefits oftechnology in today's curriculum will also be examined. Lastly, strategiesfor
teaching the writing process using computers will be explained.

Significance ofthe Study

A review ofthe literature revealed that students develop initial writing skills long

before formal writing ever takes place. The importance ofreading to develop writing
skills and early exposure to literature were proven. Researchers have also shown that

writing plays an important role in developing higher order thinking skills. Ways in which
writing can be effectively taught to promote higher order thinking skills include; writing
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across the curriculum,emphasizing the process approach to writing and having teachers
become familiar with strategies that build on the language experiences oftheir students.

Using technology will help prepare students to evaluate informationv set priorities

and make decisions. By integrating computer use into the curriculum,learning can
become connective. The computer is atoolthat can address(iSerenileamir^ styles,
ethnic backgrounds,and "at risk" students. Using coniputers and other forms of

technology for writing have been shown toimprovethe quahty and attitudesofstudent's
writing.

The aim ofthis project wasto develop writing lessons in which students would

learn the process approach to writing while using computers. All ofthe lessons target

upper elementary students. These lessons help teachersteach writing and computer use to
their students and are easily adapted to the teacher's own personal use. Rather than
selecting specific pieces ofsoftware,lessons were created that could be used with a wide

variety ofword processing or desktop publishing software. Some software titles are

suggested, but many are not required to implement these lessons into an existing
curriculum. The lessons are described in a step by step lesson plan format and can be

easily altered for individual use. Each lesson emphasizes one or more steps in the writing
process. The possibility ofadding new and challenging lessons in the future makes this an
on-going project.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Background

What is the current state ofstudent's writing abilities? According to The Writing
Report Card(Applebee, 1986)only 25% ofeleventh grade student write well enough to
receive a rating of"adequate" in the type ofwriting required for educational advancement
or business and technical work. A Boston Globe article written in 1987 stated that over

one halfofall adults in this country are unqualified for today's technicaljobs because ofa
lack ofreading and writing skills(Cohen). These statistics demonstrate the importance of
teaching students good writing skills.
What will be the cost ofilliterate and semi-literate American workers? American

businesses now spend 25 billion a year teaching employees basic skills(Linden, 1990).
Ford and Motorola both spent 50 million each teaching their employees basic reading and
writing skills(Linden, 1990). In 1988, General Motors advertised that it was the largest

private education program in the world. To further complicate the problem,the Bureau of
Census reports that beginning in the 1990's the nation will experience labor shortages.
The pool of18-24 year olds will shrink form 30 million in 1980 to only 24 million in 1995
according to projection. With 44% ofAmerican students not continuing education after

high school andjob requirements rising, employers will face critical shortages ofqualified

workers(Cohen, 1987). These facts further demonstrate the importance writing should
have in our schools. As Benjamin Franklin stated in Poor Richard's Almanac,"A little
neglect may breed mischief... for want ofa nail,the shoe was lost;for want ofa shoe the

horse was lost, and for want ofa horse,the rider was lost,(1732-1757). This wamii^
today could read "For want ofliterate American workers,our country was lost."(Linden,

Tomorrow's successfixl employees will also have to be problem solvers. They will
have to make decisions and negotiate with open-endless,flexibility and resourcefulness
(Caine, 1991). It will not be enough to have students store informationalfacts. They
must understand and internalize the content as Caine and Caine recommend(1991).

Writing using technology is the perfect medium to meetthese requirements since it
promotes higher order thinking skills which lead to better problem solving.
How Students Develop Writing Skills

Before examining why writing is important, how students learn from writing and
how technology can help teachers be better teachersofwriting,itisfrrstimportant for
teachers to understand how students learn to write. Although this may seem obvious,

there are many different theories as to how children develop writing skills.
Vygotsky,in The Prehistory ofWritten Language(1934), makes a case that non

verbal gestures are developmental^ a requisiteto the development ofwritten language
Gestures are writing in air, and written signs frequently are simply gestures that have been

fixed. Children shuffle between actual gestures and scribbles on paper that supplement
this gestural representation. Vygotsky regards the child's first marks on paper

developmentaly as recorded gestures rather than drawings. These marks go through a
series ofevolutionary changes until the child realizes one can draw not only things but
speech as well. This recognition makes possible the transformation ofwriting from firstorder symbolic acts to second-order symbolic acts(Vygotsky, 1934).
A second realm that links gestures and written language can be seen in children's

games. While playing, children often use objects to represent gestures. For example,a

child may use a piece ofwood for a baby or a stick for a wand. Vygotsky(1934)comes
to the conclusion that this symbolic representation in play is essentially a particular form of
speech at an earlier stage, one which leads directly to written language.

Pat D'Arcy(1989)describes students as "emergent writers" when learning how to
write. "Emergent" refers to the developing grasp ofthe code ofwritten language. It also
refers to the perception ofhow meaning can be transferred from head to page or to the

computer's screen as it takes shape through the movement ofpen or tapping offingers.
Long before students can write,they are capable ofshaping meaning throu^ talk and to
some extent through inner speech. D'Arcy(1989)feels that a child's fiirst marks, no matter
how indecipherable, m^have meaningtothem. They are not scribbing but are actua%
thinking quite fluently in the verbal modes they already possess. As children understand

the code,they begin to transfer what they murmur to themselves to writtenlanguage so
that others can understand their personal script without their help.

Heller(1991)also usesthe term "emergent''when describingthe sts^sthat a child
goes through to develop literacy skills. The traditional idea of"reading readiness" should

be replaced with the idea of"emergent literacy" she suggests. In the past, a child entering
school has passed through an organized sequence of"readiness" skills before benefiting
from formal reading and writing instruction. It has been proven that oral language,
reading and writing all begin to develop concurrently and are interrelated long before

students enter school(Heller, 1991). Data also shows that90% ofchildren entering first
grade believe they can write(Graves, 1983). A strong case can then be argued for the

importance ofliterature being introduced and readily available at an early age.
The Importance of Writing to Learning

Writing isjust one ofthe four language processes which also include listening,
talking, and reading. Janet Emig(1983)in her paper titled "Writing as a Mode of

Learning" explains the differences between talking and writing and how writing helps
people to learn. To her, writing can be described in three ways: as learned behavior, as an

artificial process and as a technological device. Because writing is often a representation

ofthe world made visible embodying both process and product, writing is more readily a
form and source oflearning than talking. To Graves(1983), writing is a toolfor
understanding the process ofgathering and reporting information. Students must see,
suspendjudgment,see again and work at something long enough in order to get under
surface meaning. Then they learn what it redly memis to know.
This thought leads us to the question "What is learning?" The transactive view

drawn form both philosop% and psychology(Dewey,1938;Piaget, 1971)says that
learning is the reorganization or confirmation ofa cognitive schema in light ofan
experience

Emig(1983)describes certain features and strategies that characterize sueeessful

learning including the importance ofreinforcement and feedback. Writing provides a
unique form offeedback as well as reinforcement because information fromthe process is
immediately and visibly available as that portion ofthe product already written.

Successful learningis also connective and selective. Bruner(1971)in his essay "The
Psychobiology ofPsychology"lists as one ofthe six axioms regarding language:"We are
connective." Writing is slower than the process oftalking and this slower pace allows for
and encourages the shuffling among past, present and future(Luria &Yudovich,1971).
Therefore,it connects our thought processes.

Writing is also integrative and involves the fullest possible functioning ofthe
brain. It uses both hemispheres although it is inaccurately presented as chiefly a lefthemisphered activity(Rensberger, 1975). The right-hemisphere has been found to
contribute in many ways including being the seat ofemotions. It also is the source of

intuition, sudden gestalts, and flashes ofimages or abstractions occurring as visual or

spatial wholes(Emig, 1983). Luria and Yudovich(1971)imply that learning is self

rhythmed because one writes best as oneleams best, at one's own pace. Writing can
sponsor learning because it can match its pace

Researchers have shown that there are increasing claims that writing plays a crucial

part in the development ofabstract and higher level thinking skills(Bruner, 1971;Emig,

1977;Rowland,1986;Vygotsky, 1962). Writing can help students apply these skilste
understand subject matter. It is seen as a means ofrepresenting ideas that students can
consider and judge and is therefore a way to analyze thinking and understanding(Rosaen,

1990). These arejust afew examples ofhow writing can help in the learning process.
How Writing Should Be Taught in Today's Schools

Caine and Caine(1990)compare today's schools to tactories that operate as

though the most crucialaspect ofeducation is the informational content that students are
being taught. Schools concentrate on memorization and the products are the facts
themselves. According to Caine and Caine,this model is inappropriate because the
relevant skills and attributes students need for this century and the next tend not to be

addressed. A second reason that this model doesn't succeed is because the organization
and methods ofteaching the content and skills are inadequate because they fail to take

advantage ofthe brain's capacity to learn. The Caifbmia Department ofEducation
document titled "It's Elementary"(1992)discusses the same problem. The central theme

ofthe document, which makes a total ofthirty-two recommendations on how to improve
America's elementary schools,is that ofa "thinking curriculum." A thinking curriculum

does not call for direct instruction and learning offacts but sees that these skills are best
acquired in the context ofmeaningful learning experiences that harness the child's

inquisitive nature. Children are intensely interested in exploring questions ofvalues,
feelings and meaning,and the relationship ofselfto others. A curriculum that addresses

these issues will engage a child intellectually more than a skills-based one because it takes

advantage ofthe natural curiosity ofthe child. This author feels that writing with

computers can greatly enhance the chances ofa "thinking curriculum" becoming an
actuali^.
Much has been written about points to consider when developing an effective
writing progrm. Severalthemes keep reoccurring throughout these writings. Integrating
writing acrossthe eurrieulum{Caine, 1990)and speciically with otherlanguage skils

such as listening and speaking(Elementary Grade Task Force and the California
Department ofEducation, 1992)havebecome poprdar. When students writein other
subjects,it helpsthem to synthesize the content(Rosaen, 1990). It becomes the teacher's
job thento create more and better opportifflitiesto write about sulgect matter,not

necessmily increase the amount oftime spentwriting(Rosaen, 1990).
Anotherrecurringthemeis empharizingthe processinvolved m writing rather than
the product(D'Arcy,1989; Graves, 1983,& Rosaen, 1990). Teachers shouldn't

emphasizethecorrect writtenftnm but should helpthe studentsto develop an awareness
and control over the multiple demands ofa writing task so they learn to use writing as a

tool rather than merely to produce a written product(Rosaen, 1990). Writing should be

viewed as a powerful means ofmaking sense. It is a process which will help students re
collect, to re-create,to reconstruct and represent(D'Arcy, 1989). Emphasizing that
writing takes time is important to teach our students. It may take many revisions to create
a story from beginning to end or to work on a poem until the author is completely satisfied

with the way it sounds. This author thinks that in the rush oftrying to fit every subject
into the school day, educatorsforce their students to complete assigmnents. Rather, we

should teach our students to generate ideas and explore their thinking so they learn that
the minute their works are written down,they are not written in stone(Rosaen, 1990&
D'Arcy, 1989).
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In order to teach good writing skills,teachers must become familiar with the
strategies that build on the language experiences oftheir students. By stressing the
connection between what is written and the child's real world experiences, writing can be

made more meaningful(Elementary Grades Task Force and The California Department of
Education, 1992). One ofthese strategies that is described is realizing the importance that

reading and writing play on each other. Children learn to read by reading and to write by
writing. They also learn much about reading from writing and can learn to "read like
writers". Ifthey have positive experiences in environments where print is valued and
reading and writing are modeled,they will become readers and writers who have the
desire to read and write.

In order to model appropriate and excdlent writing,teachers need to become

experts in whatthey purport to present to others(Graves, 1988). Emig(1977)feels that
teachers have no viable source ofcriteria for teaching writing. Most do not write
themselves or read the best authors for examples ofexcellent writing abilities. In the
United States, very few teacher-training institutes have intensive composing courses as a
part ofthe curriculum for teachers ofEnglish(Emig, 1977). How then can teachers model
good writing behavior? First ofall,teachers can effectively demonstrate writing processes
by actually composing in front ofchildren on the overheard, blackboard or even a

computer screen(Graves, 1983). Students can then see how experienced writers go about
putting words down to accomplish some purpose. By talking about the mental processes
involved as they go,teachers provide a powerful model ofthe writing process in action.

Teachers should be willing to share their writing with students not as superior examples of
work but as evidence that teachers go through the same processes ofcomposition as
children. Ifstudents see teachers write,they see the middle ofthe process,the hidden

ground from the choice ofthe topic to the final completion ofthe work (Graves, 1983).

Writing while the students are writing is also a good way to model writing

techniques. Like reading and speaking, writing is a social construction that develops from
observation. When students observe their teacher enjoying the process ofwriting, writing
willbecome more meaningful and exciting to them.
Another strate^in teaching writing that can help students become better writers is

peer editing. Not all editing needs to be done by the teacher. Students can sit with a
partner as they work and offer suggestions to each other. Some teachers set up a daily
editing time usually at the end ofthe writing period when students are expected to share
their work to look for revisions,look up misspelled words in the dictionary, and check

punctuation. Editing can also be done is small groups. With training and experience,
students can learn to share their work with peer groups and accept constructive criticism
without feeling threatened. A large amount ofteacher correcting time can be saved by
putting the initial effort into teaching students how to critique their own and others works.
Emig(1977)feels that the most significant other in the writing ofstudents in the twelfth

grade are peers despite the overwhelming domination teachers hold through their
governance ofall formal evaluation. Emig feels teacher-centered presentation of

composition,like most other segments ofa curriculum,is pedagogically, developmentally,
and politically an anachronism(Emig, 1977). Teacher editing is out-of-place in today's
educationalsystemi

needsto be er&anced by utiizii^ our most peeiouscommodity

our students.
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The Benefits ofTechnology in Today's Curriculum

In 1989, over two million computers were in America's schools(Thomburg,

1991). UnfoFtunately, most were not being used to their greatest potential. Many
machines are still being used for supplemental activities, many ofwhich can be conducted

just as well using traditional methods. Drill and practice software is widely available in
many schools but essentially is a pigeon-training approach. Thomburg(1991))feels that

using a computer for such simple tasks is like using a car to get to a next door neighbor's
house. Part ofthe problem is the attitude that many educators have toward the role of

technology in today's schools. The great m^orrty ofteachers have little interest in
classroom computing. This disinterest has many effective teachers thinking that the
quality oftheir instruction can not be improved by exposure to new technolopes
(Thomburg,1991). In the following section,the benefits oftechnology to an instmctional
"thinking" curriculum will be explored.

According to McGee(1987),a new hierarchy ofskills needsto be enrphasized to

equip students for life in the "Informational Age." The skills students need are: the ability
to evaluate information,the ability to set priorities, and the ability to make decisions.
Most classroom teachers now have the ability to teach these skills with the use of
computers. Affordable and powerful computers and computer-based technology can lift

the burden ofteachers having to create and maintain inquiry-orientated interactive

environments for their students(McGee, 1987). Simulations and muttimedia tools provide
rich and accessible environments for students to explore.

Using technology can help address the six goals ofthe National Agenda; America
2000(Bmner,Buchsbaum & Hill, 1992). One ofthe goals is to have the high school
graduation rate increase to at least 90%. Using computers can help the "at risk" students
who may emotionally drop-out by fourth grade when combined with an individualized
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program. Technology delivers instruction at a level where students can achieve. The use

ofcomputers is a great motivator for "at-risk" children and it encourages students to be

problem solvers instead ofasking the teacher. Teachers still make it happen,but
technology allows it to happen(Bruner, Buchsbaum & Hill, 1992). Another goal of

America 2000 is for every adult to be literate and possess the knowledge and skills
necessary to complete in a global economy. More and morejobs will require the use of

computers,and without these skills and understanding ofinformation, many people will
not succeed in thejob market.

Another benefit ofusing technology to foster better learning lies in the area of

integration. Knowledge has been divided into distinct "subjects"(Thomburg, 1991).
These pieces can be put together by using computers throughout all disciplines. The
computer can be an ally in the creation ofan integrative approach to learning.

Computers can be used to address all learning styles(Thomburg, 1991). Many of

today's classrooms are set up to teach to children as though they were linguistic, logicalmathematical learners. Language arts is the pivotal part in the curriculum so students that
are linguistic learners are being accommodated. Similarly, a logical-mathematical thinker

is supported by the curriculum in most classrooms through the teaching ofmath concepts.
Children whose dominant learning style falls outside these domains often become

frustrated and are lost in the educational system. Thomburg(1991),devotes a whole

chapter to using technology to teach all learning styles. He labels the seven intelhgences
defined by Howard Gardner as: linguistic,logical-mathematical, spatial, musical, bodilykinesthetic,interpersonal and inrapersonal. Different types ofsoftware along with specific
titles are mentioned for each ofthe seven intelligences. For example,a spatial leamer
might enjoy using Logo's "turtle graphics" whereas students with a highly developed
intrapersonal intelligence would be highly motivated to create programs or play complex
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games. By examining the types ofsoftware available and understanding the different
learning styles ofour students,teachers can better teach to the individual child.

Technology-rich classrooms support a constructivist view ofeducation(Collins,
1991). As opposed to the didactic view that purports students should memorize facts and

practice skills until they have mastered them,the constructivist view supported by John
Dewey,Leo Vygotsky and Maria Montessori suggests that students construct their own

understanding and capabilities in carrying out challenpngtasks. Teachers are seen as
facilitators who assist students, and the emphasis on the activities ofthe students rather
than those ofthe teacher Despite the predominance ofthe constructivist view inleading

schools ofeducation,it has made little headway in penetrating public education(Collins,

1991). Researchers have identiied fi^om the literature and observations,atleast eight
major trends that support a constructivist view in classrooms that have adopted computers
(Collins, 1991). First ofaM,there is usua% a shift firom whole-ctesinstruetionto smallgroup instruction. Only ten percent ofthe time the class is teacher-led compared with

seventy percentin classes without computers. Ashiftfrom lectiffieand recitatioat©
coaching has been observed. The teacher becomes an observer and guide who ensures

that the interactions between the students and computers are beneficial to student learning.
Teachers tend to work with the better students in the class. When computers are
used,there is a shift from teachers working with better students to working with the

weaker students. Teachers are drawn to the students that need more help since the better
students tend to work independently. Other changes in technology-rich classrooms
include; a shift towards more engaged students, a shift from assessments based on test
performances to assessments based on products, progress and effort, a shift from a
competitive to a cooperative social structure in the classroom, and a shift from all students
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learning the same thing to different students learning different things. Lastly, students do
notjust learn to think verbally but integrate verbal and visual thinking.
Computers have begun to bring about a new kind ofvisual thinking and a number
ofeducators are exploring how to use visual media to enhance learning(Collins, 1991).
These trends have been observed in classrooms where computers have been made readily
available to aU students but many ofthe advantages can cross over to classrooms where
only a few computers are being used.
The computer has become an expressive toolfor discovery and true learning
(Thornburg, 1991). The only real limitation istheirnagination. Ifa teacher has a
sufficient vision, any computer can be used to support educational discovery. Without the

mind ofan inspired educator,computers could becomejust desk ornaments(Thornburg,
1991).

Integrating Technology and Writing

There is a large body offormal and informal research on the effectiveness of

technology. Usually the research takes the form ofan expert comparing student writing
using traditional writing techniques and word processing in a computer lab setting. The

dominant issues concern the effects ofword processing on the quality, quantity, and
processes including revising and editing ofthe students writing. Many studies have also

been done on students attitude toward writing while using the computers. A few ofthe
pertinent studies will be examined in the following paragraphs.
One study in the area ofword-processing was done by Rosaen(1990). A group of

66 sixth grade students were studied and the overall effect ofword processing on the
quality and revision patterns ofstudents' writing was examined. Significant differences
were found for both mechanical and organizational revisions in favor ofthe word
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processing group. The word processing students tended to correct more first draft errors
along with making fewer new errors than their counterparts.

Another interesting study was done using second and third grade students
(Rezabek & Ragan, 1988). The purpose ofthe study was to discover ways in which word

processinginfiuenees newfy developed writing practices. Because oflack ofsmalmotor
coordination, young children are often hampered by the difficidties oftransferring writing
onto paper. Someofthe observationsthat were madein thisstudy were:word p-ocessing
was easier, students wrote for longer periods oftime,the pieces were longer and didn't

have serious gaps in meaning, mid students aceepted the idea ofchange more readily. In
addition,two attitude differences were shown. Many ofthe students thought word
processing was more fun because it didn't hurt their hands, and a poll showed that students
preferred using the computer because it gave them more time to think.
After a two year study using students from five elementary schools,Neuman and
Cobb-Morocco(1987)came to four conclusions concerning effective writing instruction

and the use ofcomputers. First ofall, initial keyboarding and word processing skills
should be taught separately from writing instruction. Students must become familiar with
the keyboard and know the basic commands ofthe word processing program so their
attention isn't drawn away from the writing task. Secondly, students should be taught
strategies for generating and organizing their own ideas. By helping with the procedures
to get started and encouraging students to take risks, teachers are more effective than if

theyjust tell the students what to write. Thirdly,the students'attention should be focused

on composing ideas,not on editing text. When students use their invented spelling, they
can maintain a high level ofinvolvement in writing. Lastly students should be helped to
manage their writing anxiety and lack ofconfidence. By providing a positive writing
environment,teachers can verify the role ofauthorsto their students.
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Lockard, Abrams and Many(1990)doubt some ofthe findings concerning the

significant improvement ofstudents' writing. However,they have shown that word
processing does improve children's attitudes about writing. Consequently, students are
more apt to perform better ifdoing something they enjoy.

A problem that many writers face at some point is writer's block. Feldman(1984)
observed the virtual elimination ofwriter's block in her studies even among students

previously bothered by their inabihty to get started. She attributed thisto thefact that the
students never faced a blank sheet ofpaper. The screen always had at least some text on

it in the menu bars or directions ofthe program,and that seemed to provide the stimulus
that many writers needed.

Mehan,Miller-Souviney,and Riel(1984)hold a contrasting opinion. They believe
that the word processor per se is not responsible for the improvement ofwriting since the

blank computer screen can be as intimidating as a blank paper. Word processing systems
cannot solve the problem ofteaching students to read and write. They do however

present a medium that makes a new organization for reading and writing possible. It is the
organization and not the computer alone that has the positive effects on the reading and

writing process. Mehan,Miller-Souviney and Riel(1984)feelthat the computer is most
effective when it is integrated into the language arts curriculum and not treated as an

isolated act. This social organization is helping students become better writers. The
computer should be viewed as a toolto meet educational goals, not as a teaching machine
that dispenses knowledge.

The aboveresearch findir^s are not exhaustive As computers plj^ a bigger rolein

the education ofour students,more and more studies will be done exploring the benefits
oftechnology. Enough has already been shown to prove the successful link between
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writing and the computer. Now it is thejob ofeducators to become inspired and begin to
use this wonderful technology to its highest potential.
The Five-Step Writing Process Using Teehnology

Much research has been done on teaching the process approach to writing.

Usually the writing process is defined as a four or five stage process that writers go
through when composing. The steps are interrelated and range from prewriting to
publishing. Young writers need to realize that writing requires the writer to shift back and
forth through the various stages and that it is a method used by professional writers

(Szydelko, 1991). In the following sections,the five-step writing process will be defined
along with ideas on how to use technology to better teach each step in the writing process.
Prewriting

Prewriting can be defined as any exercise, experience or activity intended to
encourage a writer's thoughts before the actual act ofwriting. It is done for a variety of
reasons. Prewriting helps build confidence, reduces anxiety, creates motivation to write

and moves the studentfrom the thinking stage to the writing stage.
Computers and other forms oftechnology can aid teachers in preparing their

students for writing. Several software programs are currently available to help writers
generate and organize ideas. Outliners allow the user to create headings and arrange them
in a hierarchical lists, items can be rearranged,added removed or expanded by creating
subheadings. Visual programs can also be purchased that will create an outline by
drawing and connecting symbols or by developing branching tree charts.

Ifoutlining programs are not available at your school site, there are many
prewriting ideas that can be taught using any word processor. For example,students can
brainstorm a list ofwords that the teacher or another student can type to be saved on a
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file. The list can then be printed or displayed on a monitor for all students to see
(Simonson & Thompson, 1990).

Clustering is anotherform ofprewriting. It is a way oflisting ideas by grouping

them into categories. The computer is well suited for this activity because ofits inserting
capacity. For example,a student might be asked to generate ideas about winter. Afew

topics that would encourage clustering would be: Holidays, Weather,Things in Nature

and School Activities. The students can list ideas under each topic freely moving from
one group to another. There is always room to add more thoughts using a computer.

Another effective way to use the computer at the prewriting stage is to write story
starter questions and save them in a story starter file. Using the insert cursor, students can

write their answers right after the questions without erasing the text. Valuable questions
to ask would be ones that address the major components ofthe story such as"Who is the

hero or heroine?","Where does the story take place?" and "What happens to the main
character?". When finished, students would again save their work under their own names

leaving the original questions ready to be answered by the next student. Wetzel(1992)
refers to this procedure as scaffolding. Just as a scaffold is a support structure that is

needed as a building goes up,so is a prewriting plan. Once the building is complete,the
outside structure is no longer needed.

A technique that works well ifstudents have fundamental keyboarding skills is

freewriting. Freewriting is writing as you think. Ideas should flow easily and fi-eely
without worrying aboutform,structure, grammar or punctuation(Simonson &
Thompson, 1990). By getting these ideas to the surface, writers can create a conducive

mood for formulating and communicating their thoughts.

Technologies other than computers can provide prewriting ideas. Watching video
tapes that are about a given writing topic may help students visualize what they want to
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write. Similarly, viewing a laserdisc to get ideas may be helpful. This technology is
especially inviting because some discs allow the user to stop and view the desired frame

thus giving students time to examine it closely in detail. Another prewriting technique that
fosters idea development is listening to a story or poem. Several stories are available on
CD-ROM that could excite students with new ideas.

Prewriting is beneficial and pays offin developing students writing. The clearer
the picture students have oftheir topic and how to proceed,the clearer the written
product(Wetzel, 1992). It is definitely time well spent.
Drafting

The second stage in the writing process is writing a first draft. Following the

prewriting activities,the first draft represents a writer's initial attempt to organize his/her
thoughts and ideas. The writer should feel free to write without the constraints of

worrying about grammatical or spelling errors.
Using a word processor supports the recursive nature ofthe composing process
(Heller, 1991). Word processing allows the flexibility to shape works through deletions,
additions, substitutions, and rearrangements ofsentences or whole paragraphs.

Composing a first draft on the computer rather than writing it on paper is a good way to
utilize a word processor. The ease with which writers can choose to print a first draft for
their readers and later revise it is one ofthe major advantages ofcomposing at the
computer(Heller, 1991). Another way computers can be used in the first draft stage of
the writing process is for collaborative writing. Working cooperatively, students can

create their own stories or poems. Research has shown that making the writing process
more interactive is beneficial to young writers. When children work together,they
encourage each others imagination, point out problems, and suggest improvement(Heller,
1991).
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Revising and Proofreading

The revision process involves the rethinking ofa piece ofwriting. Students

consider the unity, development, order, clarity, emphasis and word choice in making
additions, deletions, substitutions, and rearrangements(Sydelko, 1988). Part ofthe
learning to revise is learning to decide wMch pieces deserve or are ready for revision.
Students also need to understand that it is notjust the revisions that help the writing
quality but the willingness to make mar^revisions(Rezabek& Ragan^ 1988).
Proofing and editing is the refining stage ofthe writing process during which the
writer prepares a final draft. Some ofthe questions that are asked when proo&eading are:
1. Is the title capitalized correctly?
2. Are the paragraphs indented?
3. Is the topic sentence a complete sentence?
4. Do aithe sentences be^whh a capitalletter?
5. Do all ofthe sentences end with proper punctuation?

6. Are all ofthe words spelled correctfy?
7. Are all ofthe sentences clear and complete?

8. Are the ideas in a logical order?

Computer programs can greatly help writers during the revising and proofreading
stages ofthe writing process. Many word processing programs include spell checkers.

They are easy to use and provide the students with the quick convenience ofchecking for
misspelled words and typing errors. The majority ofteachers are enthusiastic about the
possibilities ofthese programs because most words that are identified are ones that the
students would have misspelled anyway. Students are given a specific set ofwords on

which to focus and may still need to look them up in the dictionary first to be sure ofthe
correct word. Using a spell checker usually means students will do more spelling work
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when writing a paper than they would without it(Simonson & Thompson,1990). Several
grammar checking programs are also available. These programs examine sentencesfor

grammatical correctness and can greatly improve a writeris paper(Bitter, 1989). A helphil
program during the revising stage is a thesaurus. Students are excited about using vivid
and interesting words to improve their papers when it is so convenient. Using these
programs and a word processor, students are able to edit more easily which often leads to

better and more thoughtful writing^
Peer editing using the computer can be a great benefit. One strate^is to have
students read each others writing directly from the computer screen and make comments

using capital letters(Simonson & Thompson, 1990). Students could also edit each others
papers from a printed out copy and discuss possible revisions with the writer. Ifthe
writers want to remain anoi^mous^ a number system could be used where the writer and
editor use numbers that the teacher assigns rather than names(Polin, 1991). The editing
becomes less threatening using this strategy especially for students who are unsure oftheir
writing abilities. As a model for the whole class,teachers could print examples to be
edited by everyone. Student would get a good understanding about what to look for and
what makes one paper better than the others by having direct contact with their peers'
writing.
Publishing

There are many examples ofoutstanding programs to use to create published

works. Formatting software,graphics packages and sophisticated printers allow
publishers that professional look. In this process, students can explore the effect of

variations in such important des%ffifeatures asfont type, size, column width, page breaks,
page layout, graphic style and the balance between text and graphics(Thomburg, 1991).
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Writers ofall ages are proud oftheir finished work when it is attractively displayed. The
published works are a record ofa writer's past accomplishments(Graves, 1983).
STATEMENT OF GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The main purpose for doing this project was to create computer activities that help

teach the writing process. Teachers will benefit from the project by integfating these plans
into existing writing programs or by using the project as a whole

This project is not a guide on how to teach word processing. Students are
assumed to possess basic keyboarding skills before being asked to complete many ofthe
lessons. Skills that should be taught before teachingthese lessonsinclude: disk imtializing,
opening a new file, use ofa shift key, delete key and arrow keys,scrolling, cursor
movementfor insertion and deletion oftext, naming a file,saving a file,usingthe wrap
around feature,and opening a previously saved file. Other skills such asfont selection and
printing options can be taught along whhthe writing processlessons.
This project consists often lessons integrating the use ofcomputers with the

writing process. Although several ofthelessonsencompassai ofthe writing process
steps, most lessons highlight one or two particular steps. Teachers have the opportunity

to work with only the areas ofthe writing process that need enrichment in their
classrooms. The lesson plans have clearly defined objectives and give detailed procedural
steps on how to effectively teach each lesson. They are mainly targeted toward upper
elementary students but can easily be adapted for use with higher or lower grades.

The actual lessons consist ofsix sections. First ofall, the title is given along with

the writing process skill or skills emphasized. Next,the objectives ofthe lesson are
defined. Then the materials needed for the lesson are listed. The bulk ofthe lesson is

found in the activity/modeling section where a procedural list ofsteps are written for each
lesson. Lastly, ways in which to evaluate student writing are suggested.
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STATEMENT OF LIMITATIONS

Although several ofthe planned lessons have been adapted from lessons already
taught in classrooms^ a few have not been tested. Therefore,some ofthe suggested
procedures might have to be adapted to be most effective. Since students within the same
grade level also vary tremendously in their abilities, provisions might have to be made by
making slight modification to the lessons.
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APPENDIX A
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SUGGESTED TEACHING ORDER IF USING
COMPLETE PROGRAM

Explaining the Writing Process

27-28

What Can I Write About?

29-30

Prewriting Imagery

31-32

Restaurant Review

33-34

Thumbprint Characters

35-36

And the Lesson Is.. .

37

Five- Liners

38-39

Art Possessions

40-41

Cooperative Picture Story

42-43

Cursor Revising Writing Conference

44-45
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INBEX
Alphabetical Listing ofLessons

Process Stepfsl Emphasized

And the Lesson Is.. .

Drafting

Art Possessions

Drafting

Cooperative Picture Story

Proofreading and Revising

Cursor Revising Writing Conference

Revising

Explaining the Writing Process

All Steps

Five-Liners

Drafting

My Summer Vacation

Prewriting and Drafting

Prewriting Imagery

Prewriting

Restaurant Review

Prewriting and Drafting

Thumbprint Characters

Prewriting and Drafting

Prewriting

What Can I Write About
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TITLE: Explaining the Writing Process

WRITING PROCESS STEP(S)EMPHASIZED: All steps
OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will understand a writer's first attempt at writing does not have to be perfect
by closely observing the teacher modeling the writing process.
2. Students will demonstrate their understanding by writing one sentence aboutthe
writing process.
MATERIAL NEEDED:

1. Computer hooked up to an LCD panel or overhead projector
ACTIYITIES/MODELING:

1. Ask studentsto think aboutthe last timethey had tOf write something. What things did
they have to think about as they wrote?
2. Type a ist on the monitor or overhead using student responses. Exan^les on what
students should come up with include: spelling, capitals, sentences, how to start,
punctuation. Save this list for future use and print out.
3. Discuss with students that authorsfocus on only one thing at a time. They begin by
gathering ideas, and writing them down. Laterthey go back and iacus on the thmgsthat
need to be made correct.

4. Explain to students that youjust received a giftfrom a friend for your birthday(flowers
for example)and need to write a thank you note. Model these writing process steps:
Prewriting: Explain that prewriting is what you do before actually writing in sentences.
Make notes about the flowers directly on the computer. Examples could be:they smelled

great,they were in a beautiful vase,and they were pink rosebud
Drafting: Compose a briefthank you note using a word processor incorporating the
above ideas. Use several ofthe students'suggestions but be sure not to make it perfect.
Model your thought processes as you compose.
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Revising: Explmn that in the revising stage, authors reread their work asking questions
like does this make sense? How can I make this sentence sound better? Modelthe

revision process possibly by combining two sentences or adding descriptive detail. The
revision process can be easily shown to students on the computer.
Proofreading: Ask students to help look throng the thank you note and find errors in
punctuation, spelling, grammar,etc. Explain that this step is called proolreading or

Publishing: Tell students that now you arerea%to publish and will print out the thank
you note.

5. Review the 5 steps in the writing process. Ask students to explain what is done during
each step. Discuss how these steps are interrelated and that an author canjump around
frorti one step to another.
6. As a closing activity, have students each write one sentence explaining what they have
learned aboutthe writing process.
EVALUATION:

1. Read each student's sentence checking for understanding.
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TITLE: What Can I Write Aboiit?

WRITING PROCESS STEP(S)EMPHASIZED: Prewriting
OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will demonstrate knowledge oftopic selection by writing 3-5 topic ideas.
2. Students will write for fifteen minutes about their chosen topic.
MATERIALS NEEDED:

1. Computer with LCD projection unit or large screen monitor
2. Printer

ACTIVITIES/MODELING:

1. Tell students you are going to be writing in the personal narrative form. Discuss the
following rules for topic selection.
A. Topics must be true
B. You must know a lot about the topic
C. You must have somefeeling about the story
D. It should be something you are willing to share with others
2. Modelthe construction ofyour list. The teacher should type his or her personal story
ideas directly on the computer and discuss the topics aloud. Students can then understand
the teacher's thinking. After five to seven possible writing topics are on your list, go back
and examine them to see ifthey meet the rules. Delete those that do not meet the
guidelines.
Ideas From My Personal l ist
I remember when:

My cat was hit by a car
Irode in the homecoming parade
I got lost at a big grocery store
I ran into a tree and had to get stitches
Mybaby sister wasbom
3. Using the computer,each student should type three to five topic ideas. After printing
the list out, students find a partner and make sure the topics meet the requirements stated
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above. Students should take turns asking the rules while their partner cheeks against each
topic idea. The students submit their suggestions to the teacherfor evaluation.

4. Students then choose one topic and go to the computer. They type as many ideas as
come to mind about that topic. The monitor-oflFapproach could be used at this prewriting
stage. Studentsshould beinstucted to key their ideasin wWfe havn^the monitor shut off
for five minutes. By doing this, students concentrate more on ideas rather than spelling
and grammar, Affer five mmutes^ monitors are turned onand studentsreview their lists
and select the ideas that they will use to write for approximately ten minutes. Print out the
personal narrative when completed.
EVALUATION:

1. Check papers for a list ofthree to five topics during initial prewriting stage.
2. Observe students while using the monitor-offapproach to generate ideas about their
chosen topic.
3. Have students read paragraphs out loud. This might spur more writing ideas for future
narrative papers.
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TITLE: Prewriting Imagery

WRITING PROCESS STEP(S)EMPHASIZED: Prewriting
OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will discover their thoughts on a topic.

2. Students will share their thoughts by composing a paragraph after orally rehearsing
their ideas.
MATERIALS NEEDED:

1. Computer lab with 1 computer per student or pencil and pen.
ACTIVITIES/MODELING:

1. Tell students,today you will be able to re-live a story in your imagination.
2. Pair students up for sharing following the imagery activity.

3. Using the list composed in the lesson "What Can I Write About?", have students
choose a topic. Lead them through the mentalimaging ofthe story asfoiows pausingten
seconds after each line.

Teacher says:

A. Select one topic from your list.
B. Think about what you saw in the story.
C. Notice the smells.

D. Who wasthere? What did each person say?
E. What did you hear?

F. What wasthe most exciting part ofthe story?
G. Play the story through in you head like you are watching a video (Pause 20
30 seconds).
4. Have students orally rehearse their story by tellingit to their partner for two minutes.
5. Students and teacher then should write their own stories composing on the computer.
Advise students to not interrupt you while composing.
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EVALUATION:

1. Discuss the value ofthe lesson today with students. Did it help to do the imagery
activity and tellthe story to a friend before you wrote?
2. Look for participation by observing students telling stories.
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TITLE: Restaurant Review

WRITING PROCESS STEP(S)EMPHASIZED: Prewriting and Drafting
OBJECTIVES:

I. Students will understand and demonstrate writing a restaurant review
MATERIALS NEEDED:

1. Computer hooked up to an LCD panel or monitor,or an overhead projector
2. Printer

ACTIVITIES/MODELING:

1. Locate several restaurant reviews and share them with the class.

2. In groups, have students make a list ofquestions that were answered in their review.

3. Have groups orally share their lists and type them on the computer using an LCD panel
or write on the overhead for all to see. Questions that may be developed include:
A. Were you treated in a fiiendly matter?
B. How good was the food?
C. Would you recommend this restaurant to others?
D. What type offood was served? Describe it.
E. What is the atmosphere like?
F. How long did you wait to be served?
E. What type ofclothing do you wear to this restaurant?

4. Print out the list ofquestions that the class composes and make copiesfor each
student.

5. Ifpossible, have the whole class visit a nearby restaurant to review it. Ifnot, have
students choose a popular burger or pizza restaurant that they have visited and answer the
questions.

6 After completing the question,students should arrange them in a logical order and
compose a short review using a word processor. Discuss how to change the question and
answerformat into a paragraph to help students in the writing process.
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EVALUATION:

1. Read the reviews looking for each question and answer in paragraph form as well as
accurate answers.
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TITLE: Thumbprint Characters

WRITING PROCESS STEP(S)EMPHASIZED: Prewriting and Drafting
OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will design a real or imaginary animal from a thumbprint
2. Students will be able to list ten attributes that describe the created animal.

3. Using several ofthe descriptions listed,students will be able to write a paragraph
describing the animal including a topic sentence and supporting details.
MATERIALS NEEDED:

1. Ink pads
2. Pencil

3. Paper(lined and unlined)
4. Computer with any word processing program
5. Printer

1. Provide ink pads and paperfor students. Have them place their thumbprint on the
unlined paper.
2. Ask students to create an animal incorporating their thumbprint in some way. The
animal can be real or imaginary.

3. When finishe4 have students listten characteristics oftheir animal using a word
processor. This list Avill be used to compose a paragraph.
4 Review or teach students what a topic sentence and supporting details are.

5. Using some ofthe ten characteristics, have students compose a paragraph about their
animal on the computer.
6. Papers could be brought through the five step writing process or left at the drafting
stage.

7. Have each student share their thumbprint character and story orally.
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EVALUATION;

1. Look for a clear topic sentence and supporting details.
2. Grade for detailed description ofthe students chosen animal.

3. Ifchosen,complete the five-step Avriting process and grade accordingly.
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TITLE: And The Lesson Is . . . or Writing Fables
WRITING PROCESS STEP(S)EMPHASIZED: Prewriting and Drafting
OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will complete templates to organize thoughts before writing a fable.

2. Cooperatively, students will write a fable using the template as their guide.
MATERIALS NEEDED:

1. Template(see below)displayed on computer screen or overhead
2. Selected fables to read to the class
ACTIVITIES/MODELING

1. Type and save the following template on the computer.
A. Create animals that will speak(2 or more).
B. Make one animal physically superior.
C. Make one animal physically weaker,but with strength of
D. Describe the challenge that these animals will face.
E. Select the attribute that the weaker animal will use to escape

character.
or win.

F. State the lesson that the fable teaches.

2. Discuss fables and read at least one to the class. Videos may be used as examples.
3. Display the above template on a large monitor or LCD panel hooked up to a computer.
A paper copy can be distributed to each student and an overhead projector can be used ifa
monitor is not available.

4. As a class, complete the template.

5. Break the students into small groups and have them cooperatively write a short fable
using the template. This can be done on computer or paper.
6. Each group shares their fable when completed.
7. Ifthe teacher wishes to extend the lesson, each student could write their own fable
using the template as a guide.
EVALUATION

1. Evaluate the working ofthe group during the drafting process.
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TITLE: Five-Liners

WRITING STEP(S)EMPHASIZED: Drafting
OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will experience creative thinking by writing lines about a given topic.
2. Students will demonstrate confining ofexpression by limiting paragraphs tojust five
lines

3. Students will practice word processing techniques by typing the five lines using a
computer and then printing out the finished product.
MATERIALS NEEDED:

1. Computer with a word processing program
2. Printer

ACTIVITIES/MODELING:

* This activity would work well as an independent writing assignment with one student at
the computer at a time. Instruction could be given on writing five-liners. Then when
computertime is available,individualscould be assigned the one word title.

1. Supply the class with a one word title. Examples are; Bananas,Patience,Kangaroos,
Pencils, Winter, Water,Imagination.

2. Ask students what impressions, pictures, experiences, orfeelings come to mind when
hearing that word.

3. On the computer, have students try to key five lines - no more - no less.

4. Students save their Five-Liners and print out. This activity will cause some students to
really have to dig for five lines and other to confine their expression to only five lines.
Repeat this assignment weekly and watch how it becomes easier to write Five-Liners.
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EVALUATION:

1. Count the number oflines being sure each student has written only five.

2. Evaluate each sentence for connection to the one word title. Be accepting ofsentences
that seem a bitfar-fetched. You might ask the student whatthey meantOi clarify how it
relates to the topic. They might come up with something you hadn't thought of!
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TITLE: Art Possessions

WRITING PROCESS STEP(S)EMPHASIZED: Drafting
OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will be exposed to a piece ofart and look for fine details.

2. Students will demonstrate their own values by deciding what their favorite possessions
include.

3. Students will show their understanding ofparagraph form by composing a paragraph
with a topic sentence and at least five sentences describing what possessions are important
to the students.

4. To synthesize the activity, students will draw a picture ofthemselves with important
objects surrounding them.
MATERIALS NEEDED:

1. Computer with any word processing program
2. Printer

3. Laserdisc player and monitor

4. National Gallery ofArt laserdisc or a print ofDavid Hockney's painting titled "Mr. and
Mrs. Clark and Percy".
5. Kid Fix drawing program or paper and crayons
ACTIVITIES/MODELING:

1. Using the laserdisc. National Gallery ofArt, view the artwork by David Hockney titled
"Mr. and Mrs. Clark and Percy". This painting shows the husband sitting casually in a
favorite chair holding a cat named Percy. His wife looks directly at the viewer. They are
both;

2. Discuss favorite possessions with students.

3. Have students create a list ofthings they consider valuable.

4. Using a word processing program,have students write a paragraph about their favorite
possessions. They must include an adequate topic sentence followed by at least four
sentences.
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5. After printing out the paragraph, students should draw a picture ofthemselves with
their favorite possessions using a drawing program such as Kid Pix or conventional paper
and crayons.

6. Share paragraphs and pictures with the class and display in the room.
EVALUATION:

1. Evaluate the paragraphs looking for an adequate topic sentence followed by at least
five sentences.

2. Look for the described objects displayed in the illustration that were described in the
paragraph.
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TITLE: Cooperative Picture Story

WRITING PROCESS STEP(S)EMPHASIZED: Drafting and Revising
MATERIALS NEEDED:

1. Computer with any word processing program
2. Printer
OBJECTIVES:

1. After viewing a picture,students will cooperatively create a story that flowstogether
well.

2. Students will work together in a group helping each other in the revision process.
ACTIVITIES/MODELING:

1. Cut out several(1 for every 4 students)pictures from magazines. Try to choose
pictures that include people.

2. Choose a group leader(Student#1)who has excellent writing and proofreading skills.
Divide students into groups offour based on these skills giving each a number.
3. Give student #1 a m^azine picture. Tellthem to begin a story after getting an idea
from the picture. They should key 3-5 sentences directly on the computer.
4. After Student#1 is finished, continue with all members ofthe group until everyone has
written 3-5 lines.

5. Print out the story and distribute a copy to each member.

6. All members ofthe group read and discuss the story and proofread for grammatical
errors.

7. Have student #1 correct the errors and print out the revised version.

8. Display the students'stories along with pictures on a bulletin board.

* This activity can be done using several computers with all groups working
simultaneously or using only one computer with one group working at a time.
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EVALUATION:

1. Teacher reads each story looking for logical connections between sentences and

paragraphs. Evaluate grammatically and give all group members the same grade.
2. Observe the working ofthe groups during the revision process. A score could also be
given based on how well each group worked together.
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TITLE; Cursor Revising Writing Conferences

WRITING PROCESS STEP(S)EMPHASIZED: Revising
OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will demonstrate their revising skills by inserting words in their story to aid
them in the revision process after teacher questioning.
MATERIALS:

1. Computer with a word processed story written for each student. A computer lab
situation would be ideal.
ACTIVITIES/MODELING:

1. This activity is a short writing conference done between the teacher and a student.
After initial modeling, students could do these conferences with each other.
2. Have the students read his/her piece aloud directly ftom the eomputer screen. This
works well for one page stories.

3. The teacher should give positive remarks about the piece and then ask questions to
help the author think out loud about the writing.
Examples;

Tell me in your own words what happened.
TeH me more about that.

What did you mean when you said ...?
Is there another way to say this?

4. After the question has been asked,the author thinks ofa word or two to help them
remember what to change and types it in capital letters at the point ofinsertion where it
should belong.

5. Ask students what revisions they will make and where they will start.
6. Allow students time to revise on the screen while moving on to another student.
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EVALUATION:

1. Check writings for improved revisions.
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